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Why is photonic implementation of quantum
information processing interesting?

Advantages
Photons are inherently two-state systems, they can have a
horizontal or vertical polarization.

They can easily be transmitted in a fibre, even for 100 kilometers.

There are simple processes that generate entangled photon pairs.

Highly entangled states can be realized with large fidelity.

Drawbacks
Photons do not interact with each other, thus it is not so simple to
realize quantum gates.

The efficiency of photonic detectors is not large, however, it getting
better recently.



Photons as qubits

A photon can have a horizontal and a vertical polarization.

|H〉 and |V 〉 can take the role of |0〉 and |1〉.

The photon can travel even 100 kilometers on the fiber.



Detecting the qubit
We have to use Polarizng Beam Splitters (PBS). These let
photons with a H polarization go through, while they reflect
photons with a V polarization.

Based on these, the following setup measures the photon in the
H/V basis (essentially the same as measuring the Pauli spin
matrix σz)

APD means single-photon avalanche photodiodes. These are
detectors that can detect even a single photon.
Figure from [ W. Wieczorek, R. Krischek, N. Kiesel, P. Michelberger, G. Tóth, and
H. Weinfurter, Phys. Rev. Lett. 2009. ]



Detecting the qubit II

How to measure in some other basis? How to measure σx or σy?
We have to add half-wave plates and quarter wave plates before
the detector.
This way, we get a detector that can measure σx , σy , and σz .

Figure from [ W. Wieczorek, R. Krischek, N. Kiesel, P. Michelberger, G. Tóth, and
H. Weinfurter, Phys. Rev. Lett. 2009. ]



Parametric downconversion
It is possible to create a pair of entangled photons from a single
photon.

This is called spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC).

The crystal is a nonlinear crystal, e.g., a BBO (beta-barium
borate) crystal.

Nonlinear crystal
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Parametric downconversion II
The process respects energy conservation

fpump = f1 + f2

and momentum conservation

kpump = k1 + k2

for the incoming photon and the outgoing photons. Here f are
frequencies and k are wave vectors.

Typically,
f1 = f2 = fpump/2.

Hence, the frequency of the incoming photon is twice the
frequency of the two outgoing photons.

The process is probabilistic, its probability can be, e.g., 10−6.

A laser beam, called "pump" beam is directed into the crystal.
Most of the photons pass through the crystal. However,
sometimes the photon is down-converted to a photon pair.



Parametric downconversion III

Depending on, where the outgoing photons exit, there are several
types of SPDC.

For Type II SPDC, the photons have opposite polzarizations. If this
is also a colinear Type II SPDC, then they pass via the same fibre
(rarther than one of them going this way, the other going that way.)

Such a process gives a state

1
√

2
(|HV 〉+ |VH〉).

This is a symmetric state. It is maximally entangled, similarly to
1√
2

(|01〉+ |10〉) and 1√
2

(|00〉+ |11〉).

Thus, we can create a maximally entangled state.



Photonic experiment without a locality loophole
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We observe strong violation of Bell’s inequality in an Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen-type experiment with
independent observers. Our experiment definitely implements the ideas behind the well-known work
by Aspectet al. We for the first time fully enforce the condition of locality, a central assumption in
the derivation of Bell’s theorem. The necessary spacelike separation of the observations is achieved
by sufficient physical distance between the measurement stations, by ultrafast and random setting of the
analyzers, and by completely independent data registration. [S0031-9007(98)07901-0]

PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz

The stronger-than-classical correlations between en-
tangled quantum systems, as first discovered by Ein-
stein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) in 1935 [1], have
ever since occupied a central position in the discussions
of the foundations of quantum mechanics. After Bell’s
discovery [2] that EPR’s implication to explain the corre-
lations using hidden parameters would contradict the pre-
dictions of quantum physics, a number of experimental
tests have been performed [3–5]. All recent experiments
confirm the predictions of quantum mechanics. Yet, from
a strictly logical point of view, they don’t succeed in rul-
ing out a local realistic explanation completely, because of
two essential loopholes. The first loophole builds on the
fact that all experiments so far detect only a small subset
of all pairs created [6]. It is therefore necessary to as-
sume that the pairs registered are a fair sample of all pairs
emitted. In principle this could be wrong and once the
apparatus is sufficiently refined the experimental observa-
tions will contradict quantum mechanics. Yet we agree
with Bell [7] that “. . . it is hard for me to believe that
quantum mechanics works so nicely for inefficient practi-
cal set-ups and is yet going to fail badly when sufficient
refinements are made. Of more importance, in my opin-
ion, is the complete absence of the vital time factor in
existing experiments. The analyzers are not rotated dur-
ing the flight of the particles.”

This is the second loophole which so far has only been
encountered in an experiment by Aspectet al. [4] where

the directions of polarization analysis were switched after
the photons left the source. Aspectet al., however, used
periodic sinusoidal switching, which is predictable into
the future. Thus communication slower than the speed
of light, or even at the speed of light [8], could in
principle explain the results obtained. Therefore this
second loophole is still open.

The assumption of locality in the derivation of Bell’s
theorem requires that the individual measurement pro-
cesses of the two observers are spacelike separated
(Fig. 1). We define an individual measurement to last
from the first point in time which can influence the choice
of the analyzer setting until the final registration of the
photon. Such an individual measurement then has to be
so quick that it is impossible for any information about it
to travel via any (possibly unknown) channel to the other
observer before he, in turn, finishes his measurement [9].
Selection of an analyzer direction has to be completely un-
predictable, which necessitates a physical random number
generator. A pseudo-random-number generator cannot be
used, since its state at any time is predetermined. Further-
more, to achieve complete independence of both observ-
ers, one should avoid any common context as would be
conventional registration of coincidences as in all previous
experiments [10]. Rather the individual events should
be registered on both sides independently and compared
only after the measurements are finished. This requires
independent and highly accurate time bases on both sides.
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Photonic experiment without a locality loophole I

G. Weihs, T. Jennewein, C. Simon, H. Weinfurter, and A. Zeilinger,
Violation of Bell’s Inequality under Strict Einstein Locality
Conditions, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 5039 (1998).
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Photonic experiment without a locality loophole III

In the photonic experiments, the horizontal/vertical (H/V)
polarization of the photon encodes the logical 0 and 1,
respectively.

The state analyzed is

That is, we have

|Ψ〉 =
1
√

2
(|01〉 − |10〉).

The qubit can be measured with polarizing beam splitters (PBS)
and detectors. On the following figure, PBS is called "Polarizer".



Photonic experiment without a locality loophole IV



Photonic experiment without a locality loophole V

The experiment tests the CHSH inequality:

The correlations are defined as follows:

This correlation term is like 〈σz ⊗ σz〉 or 〈σ~n1
⊗ σ~n2

〉, where ~nk are
some spin directions.



Photonic experiment without a locality loophole VI

Summary of the experiment:

CHSH experiment with two photons, without the locality loophole.

Note that the detection loophole has not been solved that time.


